cat byrne
Following a longstanding graphic & web design career, Cat Byrne launched into comics in 2015 with her
webcomic Mizzle. Through her involvement with the local comics collective, the Calder Valley Scribblers, she
has since begun collaborating on one-shot comics with author Tom Burleigh, with whom she is also planning
Mizzle in graphic novel format. In 2016 Cat launched Out of Hours Comics with writer Mert Yeygün. A long time
fan of Ninja Turtles, Cat runs the popular tumblr art blog TMNT Metal. She likes cheese.
http://www.catherinebyrne.co.uk

mizzle
Mizzle is the runt of a litter of superhero cats. While she's not quite cut out for the celebrity
lifestyle her sisters enjoy, she's going to do things her own way. It's a story of coming to terms
with oneself... embracing our aws and peculiarities... and luchadora masks.
Mizzle is a free webcomic available on Tapastic,
Facebook, tumblr and other social media platforms.
There is now also an online shop on RebBubble for
buying Mizzle gear.
http://www.mizzle-comic.com

out of hours comics
Launched in January 2016 and aimed at
a mature audience, Out of Hours comics
is a new webcomic available on tumblr
and Tapastic.
The stories, which explore a darker side
of traditional superhero comics are all
written by Mert Yeygün.
The art on issues 1 & 3 is entirely created by Cat Byrne.
Issue 2 features guest artist Mert Baran, with Cat as editor,
colorist and letterer.
http://outofhourscomics.tumblr.com

reluctance
Reluctance is a 25-page comic written by Tom Burleigh (author of the amazing and deliciously
morbid ‘Troubles of Magnet Boy and Other Gloomy Tales’). It’s a most unusual story following a day
in the life of protagonist Frank as he mainly sits in his attic. There are zombies. Sort of.
Art & letters by Cat Byrne, drawn in pencil with digital colours,
Estimated completion date May 2016.

cat byrne

(continued)

the window

darth awesome
The Window is a short story
beautifully written by Tom
Burleigh, about the drama of
nature, life and death as seen
through a humble window.
Illustrations by Cat Byrne.
Estimated completion date
May/June 2016.

commissions & fan art

An ongoing project – mainly
for fun – featuring art by Cat
Byrne, and story & letters by
her 7 year old son, “Darth
Awesome”.
If he decides to make lots
more, Cat will put put these in
a zine format. All proceeds to
go to Darth Awesome’s pocket
money, of course.

Tom Burleigh
Writer of comics and poems and short stories; member of the Calder Valley Scribblers comic group.
Would like to bring these things to Thought Bubble 2016:

The Troubles of Magnet Boy and Other Gloomy Tales.
A collection of darkly themed, illustrated story poems; occupying the stylistic
middleground between Tim Burton’s Melancholy Death of Oyster Boy, and
Roald Dahl’s Revolting Rhymes.
It’s not a comic in the commonly understood format, but does contain sequential art,
and will be accompanied by 2 short, fan drawn comics.
Pre-release (beta) version viewable here: https://issuu.com/tomburleigh/docs/the_
troubles_of_magnet_boy_issuu_la/1?e=19107596/30000297
One of the fan made comics: http://tapastic.com/episode/238432
Book is currently for sale on Amazon.co.uk, Amazon Kindle, and The Bookcase;
bookshop in Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire.

Reluctance.
A tale of one man’s determined attempt, to avoid his heroic calling. A zombie appocalypse without the zombies.
A very unusual one-shot comic, currently being illustrated by the excellent Cat Byrne.
Expected completion date - May 2016.

The Window
A sombre and melancholy collection of observances; poetic and strangely uplifting.
A one shot comic/zine, also currently being illustrated by Cat Byrne.
Expected completion date - May/June 2016.

Gyarr!!
Episode 1 of 4.

Gyarr!! is a surreal and absurd collection of short comic stories; centred around a trans-universal hole that
connects a tropical island paradise with modern day Brooklyn. It’s populated by Pirates and drug dealers; a
Mermaid and a mad doctor; some sentient cheeses, a demon, some tiny humanoid aliens and an intelligent
clothes pin.
Currently in the process of being illustrated by Melvin Costiniano.
Expected Completion Date of Episode One - September 2016.

